ANNOUNCING
The European Association for Computer Graphics
5TH Annual Conference and Exhibition

EUROGRAPHICS '84
Copenhagen – Denmark
September 12-13-14, 1984

Professional Programme
The Professional Programme addresses both the latest advances in research as well as applications in industry, business and management. This year we are fortunate to have invited lecturers ANDY VAN DAM, GUY MARECHAL, NORMAN T. BADLER, CARL MACHEROVER, JOHN L. KIRKLEY AND JOSE L. ENCARNACAO. A special feature this year is the invited session from leading Japanese experts on computer graphics developments and applications in Japan.

Tutorials
On the two days preceding the conference EUROGRAPHICS '84 will offer 14 Tutorials – never before in Europe have so many international experts joined forces to teach about computer graphics.
1-2. Hardware and Software Architecture A.VAN DAM AND I.CARLBOM
5. Raster Graphics: FRANKLIN C. CROW, NORMAN BADLER, JIM BLINN
6. Graphic Data Exchange: JOSE L. ENCARNACAO
7. Graphic Workstations: CARL MACHEROVER
8. Image Synthesis: TURNER WHITTED, JIM BLINN, FRANKLIN C. CROW
9. Interactive Geometric Modelling for CAD: MIKE PRATT
10. Graphics in Office Automation: WILLIAM NEWMAN
12. User Interface Management Systems: FRANK LILLEHAGEN
13. Computer Animation: ED CATMULL
14. Interactive Production Planning: BJÖRN MOSENG

Art and Film Show
One of the most popular events at the EUROGRAPHICS conferences is the Art and Film Show. At this show are the latest scientific, artistic and commercial computer graphic art and animation creations shown.

Exhibition and Industrial Seminars
EUROGRAPHICS '84 will be presenting the largest yet exhibition of computer graphic hardware and software seen in Europe. Vendors will be displaying the latest technologies from all parts of the world which anyone with an interest in computer graphics will want to see.

For information contact: DIS CONGRESS SERVICE, Linde Allé 48, DK-2720 Vanløse, Copenhagen, Denmark. Telephone: +45 1 71 22 44. Telex: 15476 dis dk.

In the U.S.A. contact: DIS CONGRESS SERVICE NEW YORK, Kenness International, Suite 1900, 1 Park Ave, NY, NY 10016, U.S.A. Telephone: (New York State) 212-684-2010, toll free (800)-235-6400. Telex: 225917 KNYCUR.